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Introduction
The paper has two sections, which invites candidates to demonstrate their knowledge and
understanding of linguistic concepts across all ability ranges. Section A is progressive. It
allows candidates to test the range of their skills by building on concepts and language
features over four questions. Section B offers an opportunity for extended analysis and
discussion in a longer single question.
The January 2012 series has proven to be a very successful paper for candidates, showing a
wide range of abilities.
Centres are asked to be aware that the amount of space provided in the booklet is more
than ample for an effective answer. It is, however, not a recommendation of the amount
that candidates should write. Candidates are not advantaged by over-writing and should
aim to contain their answers within the booklet.  However, candidates should write enough
to make sure that they can be effectively assessed over three assessment objectives.
The purpose of this report is to guide centres on the ways by which this examination has
been assessed. An approach to each individual question can be gleaned from the outline of
candidate performance within this report.
Before starting to write, candidates should not only read all the texts, but also read through
the five questions. They should have a clear understanding of how the questions differ
before tackling the question.
Question 1: candidates must focus only on the underlined material. There are no marks
for observing what is outside the highlighted area. Also the example must be from the
source booklet and not be an example drawn from the candidates' existing knowledge or
understanding.
Question 2: candidates should consider the over-arching contextual factors of film taglines
(or whatever the genre the series focuses on). The recommended factors are field,
function, tenor and mode. However, we are very open to alternative systems e.g. audience
and purpose and embrace innovative teaching and learning.
Question 3: the focus for this question moves to particular sub-groups for more detailed
comment.
Question 4: this question is synoptic to Section A. Candidates should note the content of
their investigations for the previous questions and switch their attention to the sub-group
which has not been tackled.
Question 5: candidates should note that AO2 marks are for presentation of self and
language issues and AO3 marks are for their exploration of contextual factors and key
constituents. There should be balance to the exploration of each text and also the
contextual factors and key constituents.
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Question 1
This question aims to test the candidates' knowledge and understanding of linguistic
terminology.
There are 15 marks drawn from AO1.
AO1: Select and apply a range of linguistic methods to communicate relevant knowledge
using appropriate terminology and coherent accurate written expression.
Bold font is used to illustrate the language feature that the candidates are required to
comment on.
For this series the expected responses were as follows:
a) verbs / balanced list of three / semantic contrast
b) ellipsis / minor sentence / verb omitted / subject omitted
c) adjective / superlative / positive connotation
d) pronouns / deictic or context bound
e) word play / allusion to idiom or cliché/ similar phonology of ‘air/hair’ (credit for using
IPA).
Mostly this question was very well answered. There was clear evidence that candidates
are exploring a wealth of experiences to equip them well for this examination. Centres are
clearly taking advantage of the training and publications offered by Edexcel. In addition to
this, it was also refreshing to see a range of different approaches to teaching and learning
as candidates got to grips with the structure of English.
a)    Candidates identified the use of verbs, listing and semantic contrasts and quoted
relevant examples. There were, however, some responses that used a one word response,
‘struggle’ for example. This response is not appropriate, as ‘struggle’ is used as a noun
and as the infinitive in the taglines. The ambiguous nature of this response was enough to
question the candidate's understanding of their response.  Please could centres encourage
their candidates to write enough to make themselves clear.
b)    This was the least successful element. A few candidates identified minor sentences.
However, most misunderstood this construct and answered declarative or simple sentence.
One or two identified the noun phrase or the infinitive in the non-finite clause but without
terminology for the latter.
c)    Candidates spotted the use of the intensifier, superlative and the modification. The
examples were good.
d)    Most candidates identified the pronoun but there was an equal split between the
naming of 2nd and 3rd person. There were lots of examples where candidates lost the
opportunity to gain a mark for quoting an example that already used ‘she’.
e)    Here, there was a two way split between candidates responding with pun / parody and
others using a word class approach identifying prepositional phrase/ adverbial.  Candidates
who identified individual world classes within the phrase were given some reward depending
on what they identified and how it was supported in the example. Centres are reminded that
candidates should identify the complete phrase.
This successful question was slightly hampered by candidates repeating responses (they are
only awarded once). Also, candidates quoting out of the bold area did not gain marks.
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Question 2
This question draws marks for AO3.
AO3: Analyse and evaluate the influence of contextual factors on the production and
reception of spoken and written language, showing knowledge of the key constituents of
language.
Most students used the mode, field, function and audience format, and achievement fell
usually into middle band awarding. There were a few candidates who were confused by
the requirements of the question and who did not manage to refer to the text at all. In
contrast, some candidates were aware of the tagline’s need to work beyond the written
mode of a film poster and as multi-media text in audio. Whilst most responses covered the
differences in semantic field and noticed differing techniques such as puns in comedy and
ellipsis in horror, generally this tended to happen at a descriptive level. Had candidates
related this to audience consumption and the tenor this would have attracted more marks.

Examiner Comments

Here the candidate has a limited understanding
of the mode and function. However the
candidate's awareness of audience shows some
development. This operates on a descriptive level.

Examiner Tip

Should the candidate develop the three
contextual factors in a systematic way,
whilst referring to the text, it would be
possible to move this response into band 2.
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Examiner Comments

The candidate is clearly aware that taglines are adverts. There
is understanding that the genre needs to work in a range of
multi mediums. The knowledge of how taglines are displayed
is linked to form. A clear understanding of target audience
and complex functions, to entertain and entice, allows the
candidate to develop an implicit understanding of tenor.

Examiner Tip

Candidates writing in band 3 should feel
confident to abandon the formulaic chart of the
contextual factors and respond to the question by
sharing their understanding. An understanding
of contextual factors can be implicit.
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Question 3
Here candidates pick up an extra assessment objective and are marked for AO2 and AO3.
There are 5 marks for each assessment objective.
AO2: Demonstrate a critical understanding of a range of concepts and issues related to the
construction of meanings in spoken and written language, using knowledge of linguistic
approaches.
AO3: Analyse and evaluate the influence of contextual factors on the production and
reception of spoken and written language, showing knowledge of the key constituents of
language.
Many scripts discussed convergence and the use of direct address to develop a rapport with
the audience. Some good answers noticed the difference in function between romance
and horror taglines (to engage and to scare). Some responses applied gender theories
to describe the difference in language use, which worked well in some cases but was
mishandled in others.
However, despite a demonstration of terminology in question 1, so many candidates missed
the hints and tips picked out for them when tackling this question. It is possible to use the
highlighted features of question 1 as a guide to plan for questions 3 and 4. Sadly lots of
candidates missed out on an opportunity to analyse the text’s use of ellipsis, pun, lists of
verbs, premodification etc.
In addition to this, simple, minor and complex sentences seemed to be misunderstood.
Similarly verbs, adjectives and nouns were often confused (and these were identified well
in question 1). Whereas sentence moods were well represented, they often were not linked
to the language issues or concepts. Also ellipsis and elision were well noted but not always
used to evidence a point.
If the successes of question 1 could be harnessed and used as evidence to support language
issues and concepts then answers to this question would attract more marks.
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Examiner Comments

This script related audience involvement to the
use of pronouns. The analysis of the semantic
field was idiosyncratic and imaginative.

Examiner Tip

The discussion of gender is stereotypical and
could have been more critical through the
use of the key constituents. This would have
taken the candidate into band 3 for AO3.
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Question 4
Again there are two assessment objectives: AO2 and AO3. There are 5 marks for AO2 and
10 for AO3.
AO2: Demonstrate a critical understanding of a range of concepts and issues related to the
construction of meanings in spoken and written language, using knowledge of linguistic
approaches.
AO3: Analyse and evaluate the influence of contextual factors on the production and
reception of spoken and written language, showing knowledge of the key constituents of
language.
This question was the weakest question answered. Most candidates focused on the obvious
lexical choices but ignored the grammatical points. To gain higher scores the candidates
need to engage in discussion about grammar and discourse points.
Many candidates were able to describe the contradictions / juxtapositions / puns but few
reached higher bands.   The few high scoring responses understood the relevance of
wordplay and pathos in comedy.
The key to the question is the strength of the interrogation. It could be any text, it does
not matter. Could centres please emphasise this point to their candidates and underline the
importance of the exploration of possibly using contextual factors and key constituents.
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Examiner Comments

This script starts very well. The point about simple
sentences used for dramatic effect was very good, although
minor sentences would have been a better choice. There was
also a general understanding of the juxtaposition of the tag
question. The discussion of lexis is also potentially strong.
However, the interrogation then loses shape abruptly.

Examiner Tip

The answer had great potential but the decision
to move into audience reception and theories
was mishandled. Had the candidate continued
with the language analysis and related this to
tenor rather than stereotypical groups it had the
potential to be placed towards the top of band 3.
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Question 5
Here three assessment objectives are assessed. AO1 has 10 marks, AO2 15 and AO3 25.
AO1: Select and apply a range of linguistic methods to communicate relevant knowledge
using appropriate terminology and coherent accurate written expression.
AO2: Demonstrate a critical understanding of a range of concepts and issues related to the
construction of meanings in spoken and written language, using knowledge of linguistic
approaches.
AO3: Analyse and evaluate the influence of contextual factors on the production and
reception of spoken and written language, showing knowledge of the key constituents of
language.
Throughout the paper candidates were able to demonstrate a thorough, wide ranging
understanding of terms and terminology. This was illustrated throughout the ability range.
This question seemed to engage the candidates well. They wrote extensively, charting the
discourse of each text. Candidates managed to compare both texts and wove in discussion
of the means by which participants presented themselves in successful ways.
Many candidates used theories. They were mentioned but seldom discussed. Those that
did critique the relevance of the theory were rewarded. Candidates should be encouraged
to support observations about theory with reference to key constituents to clarify the points
they are making. The main theories were gender theories, Goffman’s footing, politeness
strategies and Brown and Levison’s face theory.
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Examiner Comments

Here language and power is discussed well. There is an
awareness that the family friend alters the dynamics of the usual
speech community. The function of the tag questions is handled
well, as is the observed interruption discussed as negative face.

Examiner Tip

Had the candidate been explicit about the ways
that the father used 'overpoliteness' through the
key constituents, this would have attracted more
marks. There is no evidence that S or A attempt
to use slang or colloquial language, so evidencing
the analysis with language features can be a
useful way of keeping the argument on track.
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Paper Summary
There were some very pleasing scripts produced by candidates this series. This report has
tried to give an overview of how candidates performed and illustrate the types of challenges
that they face in moving forward.
The main areas that centres could consider for the future are:
1) Train candidates to write enough for question 1 to make themselves clear.
2) Encourage candidates to refer to the text for question 2 and cover the contextual factors
without a formulaic system.
3) Concentrate more on the key constituents in their analysis.
4) Use the content of questions 1, 2 and 3 as a basis for question 4.
5) Focus less on theorists and spend more time analysing the key constituents.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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